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Bamboo
Bamboo grows all over the tropics.
It is a plant that provides many different products, fulfils many functions
and generates income in many different ways. It also grows very quickly,
and reaches maturity and usefulness much quicker than most trees.
One of the most important functions of bamboo is that it can replace
much of the need for wood, and can be harvested every year instead
of only once.

Bamboo can be used for:
• Building houses and shelters
• Furniture
• Food for people and animals
• Bamboo wood or charcoal for cooking
• Musical instruments
• Containers for cooking, storage and plants
Bamboo can function on a garden or farm as:
• Windbreaks
• Erosion control
• Shade
• Fencing and living fences
• Irrigation pipes
• Trellising
• Charcoal biochar for soil improvement
(see Soil Ch 9)
• Mulch−bamboo leaves
• A Compost and liquid compost
ingredient−bamboo leaves
The process of correctly growing and managing
bamboo clumps is the first step to producing
high quality culms (poles) and shoots that are
easy to harvest.
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Bamboo varieties
Bamboo is divided into clumping and running varieties.

CLUMPING (SYMPODIAL OR PACHYMORPH)
These are bamboos that slowly grow out from the base in a circle to a maximum diameter, which varies according
to each species. Each new culm (pole) grows from a bud at the base of an older culm. Clumping bamboos are
easier to control than running bamboos, and are most commonly found in the tropics.

Culms (poles), New shoot, Rhizome, Roots

RUNNING (LEPTOMORPH)
As the name suggests, these bamboos keep spreading. They have a different root and growth structure to
clumping bamboos, sending out long roots with many culm buds. New culms can grow from underground as
far as ten metres from the original plant. They originated in temperate areas but grow very well in the tropics.
Running bamboos can be very useful, including for erosion control and earthquake security, but they are also
very invasive. Running bamboos are not recommended unless they can be absolutely controlled, which is very
difficult, or are native to an area. However, even when they are native, they are invasive and hard to control.

In this chapter we focus on clumping bamboos: there are hundreds of different types that provide all of the
different products and functions that make bamboo so useful.
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The yearly bamboo cycle
Like any plant, bamboo has an annual cycle. This includes the growth and
aspects of the bamboo plant during the different seasons, and the best time
for various propagating, maintenance and harvesting activities. When we
work with the cycle, it is less effort. Quality and productivity increase as well.
In the diagram below, the inner circle is the seasons, the middle circle is what the plant is doing and the outer
circle is what we are doing.
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Bamboo propagation
There are two main techniques for propagating bamboo. These are Rhizome
propagation and Culm Cutting propagation. The method you use depends
on the type of bamboo, and what you want to use the bamboo for.

Time to propagate
Just before and during the wet season are the best times of year to propagate bamboo, but with careful
management, and if water is available, it can be done at any time. If no water is available, propagate when
the wet season has started.

Rhizome propagation
Rhizome propagation is good for small-scale planting because it has a higher success
rate than culm cutting, but it is more work.
TYPE OF BAMBOO
Rhizome propagation works with almost all types of bamboo, but rhizomes of large species are difficult to
dig up. Therefore, rhizome propagation is best for species of small bamboo with many rhizomes and culms.
Method
1. Select the rhizome and culms you want to propagate. One and a half to two year old culms on the outside
of the clump are easiest and best.
2. Cut the culm three or four nodes above ground level.
3. Cut through the rhizome where it joins the next rhizome (mother rhizome). Usually this is towards the centre
of the clump. Dig up the roots and soil 10 to 15cm away from the culm, so that when you remove the rhizome
the roots and soil are attached.
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4. Replant the rhizome immediately. If this is not possible, keep the rhizome roots wet at all times until you are
ready to plant. Wet the leaves as well. Keep the rhizome and roots away from sunlight.
5. Plant the rhizome 15cm into the ground and give it LOTS of water. Fertilise the new bamboo with compost and
manures, and put a thick layer of mulch around it. Water regularly. New leaves and branches will grow from the
nodes, and at the beginning of the wet season, new shoots will grow from the rhizome. Sometimes new shoots
grow straight away.

Culm cutting propagation
Culm cutting propagation is good for plantations and windbreaks because it is a simpler
process. The best time to propagate is at the beginning of the wet season.
TYPE OF BAMBOO
This technique is best with large bamboos that are too hard to propagate from rhizomes, but you will have
some success with most types of bamboo.

Preparing the culms for planting
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Plating the prepared culms

Method
1. Choose a culm that is one and a half to two years old and has well developed branches.
2. Cut it as close to the ground as possible. Discard the very bottom and the top third and then cut the
culm into one to two metre lengths.
3. Look carefully at the branches and choose the side with the best developed branches. Cut these back to
about one metre and, on the other side, cut the branches off.
4. Dig trenches for the bamboo culms. Bury them horizontally 15cm below the ground, with the branches
pointing up out of the ground. You can make a ‘V’ shaped cut in the bamboo culm between the branches,
and fill the culms with water mixed with a small amount of dried manure. This ensures that the plants stay
moist while they grow new roots. Mulch them well: they need to stay constantly wet until they grow roots.
Depending on the species, new root growth can take between six weeks to six months. Even if the cuttings
look completely dead, do not dig them up until the next wet season: they may just be dormant and will
grow once the rains come.
5. Water the bamboo well every day for the first week. After that, water it twice a week for a month.

New growth on a planted culm
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PLANTING THE CULMS
Plant and propagate the culms in the place where you want to grow them. Or the culms can be planted close
together in one area so they are easier to manage. Then you can dig them up, cut up and replant them once they
are growing, at the beginning of wet season.

1. Digging up new growing culms

2. Dividing the culms into separate plant

3. Planting out new bamboo plants

NURSERY PROPAGATION
Culm cutting propagation can be used for growing bamboos in large containers as well. Select a culm one
and a half to two years old with well developed branches. Only use the middle third of the culm for propagation.
Cut the culm into sections, with two nodes in each section, 5cm below each node. Only use the sections that
have well developed branches. Trim the branches back to the second node on each branch. Plant the section
on an angle with the branch standing vertically. Make sure the node is at least 5cm below the top of the soil.
Water the bamboo so that the soil stays moist.
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Where to grow bamboo
for the best results
Different types of bamboo are grown for different needs. Some are
grown for culms, some for edible shoots, while others are for land
and environmental management.

Quality culms
Tests on bamboo show that the culms are
higher quality when they grow on hillsides
rather than near rivers or flood plains.
This is because clumps on hillsides grow slower and
have lower water content, so the culms are stronger
and more borer resistant.

Edible shoots
Bamboo for edible shoots is better grown
near water on flood plains or where
irrigation water is regular.
The extra water leads to faster growth, more shoots
and a better taste. Shoots that grow too slowly are
tough and bitter.

Land and environmental
management
There are types of bamboo with culms and
shoots which are good as windbreaks and
fences, especially types with large thorns.
What you choose depends on your needs, the land
conditions and how much irrigation is available.
For erosion control and reforestation the culms or
shoots are not the first priority. Choose types to suit
your needs and the land. There will still be some
harvesting possible, but these areas should not be
planted with bamboo grown for income. One of the
best species to grow for erosion control is an openclump bamboo, Bambusa vulgaris (common bamboo).
This bamboo is the most common throughout the
tropics and grows really fast.
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How to grow high quality
bamboo culms
There are hundreds of different species of bamboo growing in the tropics.
All of them have different uses, and some are better quality than others.
If you want to plant bamboo, first decide what you want to do with it, and
then ask around your community and bamboo experts for the best variety
for your purposes.

By sharing and planting different species of bamboo
in different areas, everyone can have access to a large
range of good quality bamboo.

Fertilising and mulch
To grow high quality bamboo it is
important to feed the plants when
you first plant them.
Compost or manures are best. Bamboo plants are
heavy feeders: this means they love food. They also
have root systems that grow close to the surface.
Therefore, it is best to feed bamboo small amounts
regularly (every three to four months) rather than large
amounts once a year. Make sure they are fertilised just
before the wet season. Be very careful if you use urea:
it is very strong. As bamboo roots are close to the
surface, large amounts of urea can kill them.
It is also very important to mulch the plants. Bamboo
grows best with at least 20cm of mulch. When the
plants are two years old you can put a thin sprinkle
(one small shovel full) of cement powder around the
clump (put this under the mulch). Cement contains
silica, the mineral that makes bamboo hard, and it
helps to improve culm quality.
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Clump management
A properly managed clump of bamboo produces high quality timber, and harvesting
is quicker and easier.
A managed clump is open and healthy and has a range of culms, from shoots through to those ready to harvest.
An unmanaged clump is tightly packed, often with dead or dying culms in the middle. It is very difficult to harvest.

Unmanaged clump

The first step in managing a clump is to remove all dead or old culms. This is often difficult because these will
be in the middle of the clump. One way is to cut into one side of the clump to the middle, and cut out the old
culms. Cut them as close to the ground as possible. This creates a shape that allows you to harvest the mature
culms from the centre of the clump without damaging the new shoots that are usually on the outside.

Well managed clump
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THINNING
Once you remove the old culms, the next step is to thin the clump. Take out any culms that are damaged,
bent or too close to other culms. If someone has harvested the clump before, it will have a lot of culm stumps.
Cut them to just above ground level to make access easier.

BRANCH PRUNING
Remove the lower branches to improve management
and access to the clump. It is important to cut them at
the second or third node on the branch, so that fungus
cannot enter the culm.
Once the clump is thinned, tidied and the branches
pruned, it should have three, two and one year old
culms and new shoots. (Read in ‘The age of bamboo’
section later in this chapter for how measure the culm
age.) It is best to have six or eight of each, making a
total of 24 to 32 culms. When the clump is eight or
more years old, you can increase−up to twelve−the
number of shoots that grow. This is because the root
base of the clump is bigger and strong enough to
support more culms. They should be well spaced
so that harvesting is easy.
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NEW SHOOT CUTTING AND MARKING
During the shoot season it is easy to maintain your clump. When the clump starts to grow new shoots, choose
shoots that are healthy and in a good position, and allow six to eight of these to grow. Chop out all the others.
By cutting the shoots you stimulate the growth of other shoots, so there will be plenty of shoots to choose from.
The shoots you cut out can be used as food for people or animals.
Mark the shoots each year (once they are big enough), so that you know how old they are. This is because all
culms should be three or more years old (bigger bamboos should be four years or more) before they are harvested.
Then culms are stronger, suffer fewer borer attacks and last a lot longer!
Take a sharp knife or a nail and mark the culm, when it has reached full height but before it has any leaves, and at
end of the wet season. This leaves a permanent tattoo. Mark all the shoots at the same height (eye height is good)
with the year they have grown. For example, for the year 2015, mark the culms ‘15’. They will be ready for harvest
in 2018 or 2019. In 2018 you will know that any culm with 15 on it is definitely three years old. In 2016 mark them
with ‘16’, and so on.

Growing bamboo for edible shoots
Bamboo shoots are eaten in many countries and are a valuable source of fibre, vitamins
and minerals. Many species of bamboo are edible, but some taste much better than others.
Growing bamboo for maximum shoot production is different to growing it for culms. Only let a few shoots
grow each year so you do not have as many culms, and the clump is very open and easy to harvest.
Do not start harvesting shoots to eat until the bamboo plant is at least three years old. Before this time cutting
shoots can damage the root system and will slow growth.
It is the one year old culms that produce the most
shoots and so try to keep about four of these each
year and about four two year old culms to keep the
clump strong and healthy. Older culms do not
contribute to shoot production, and make
harvesting the shoots more difficult.
Some types of bamboo are good for culms and for
edible shoots. If you are growing bamboo for culms,
you will still be able to harvest some shoots for eating.
However, if you are managing a clump for shoots,
there will not be a culm harvest, but you will harvest
many more shoots.
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Bamboo plantations
It is difficult to manage bamboo clumps when they are growing wild in the forest.
It is much easier when you grow the bamboo near your house, or as part of a managed
system.
A bamboo plantation is the most efficient way to produce high quality bamboo. A bamboo plantation produces
much more than just bamboo culms. It can also produce shoots for eating, leaves for animal food, and bamboo
charcoal or wood for cooking and soil improvement. The bamboo can be planted so that it is a windbreak,
a fence or for erosion control.

INTENSIVE PLANTATIONS
An intensive bamboo plantation is when bamboo is the main crop. It is best to plant large bamboo in rows
with four to six metres between the clumps and eight to ten metres between the rows. On sloped land plant
the bamboo following the contour. Leaving eight to ten metres between the rows gives you plenty of room
at harvest time to cut and collect the culms.
If you are growing for maximum shoot production for food, the clumps can be planted closer together and
the rows can be four to six metres apart. Fertilise along the rows to encourage the clumps to shoot within
the rows. Over time you will end up with continuous rows of bamboo rather than individual clumps.
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You can also plant annual crops between the rows
while the bamboo is establishing itself. It is not a
good idea to graze large animals in this area unless
you can protect the bamboo; grazing animals love
to eat bamboo, especially the new shoots.

MIXED PLANTATIONS
These are plantations where the bamboo is one of many crops. For example:
• A coffee plantation can have bamboo marking the boundary or as a windbreak.
• Rows of bamboo 20 to 25 metres apart are grown with coffee, bananas, citrus, other fruit trees and even
annual crops in between.
• Bamboo is mixed with tree crops that are a similar height to the bamboo: e.g. mangos, coconuts, avocados,
jackfruit, oil trees, timber trees, fibre trees and many more.
• Animals can be added to the system if they are well managed.
• A row of bamboo is planted on the contour of a hill to prevent and block any landslides or stabilise the edge
of a terrace.
The combinations of trees and bamboo you grow together are up to you, but remember to leave enough room
for bamboo culm harvesting.
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How to harvest high quality
bamboo culms
1. Select the right species for the specific conditions.
2. Harvest the culms at the right age
3. Harvest the culms at the right time.
4. Cure and store the culms well.
5. Preserve the culms against borers and fungus (if possible).
Borers are insects that eat bamboo once it is harvested.

1. The right species
Some bamboos are naturally stronger and more resistant to borers than others. Ask local
bamboo craft workers, bamboo experts or research to find the best species for your area.
Here is a list of species that grow well throughout the tropics and have good borer resistance.
The list starts with the largest to the smallest culm diameter:
• Dendrocalamus asper (giant bamboo): (there are a few varieties, the Indonesian “Betun”
is the largest), edible shoots
• Gigantochloa pseudoarundinacea (maxima bamboo)
• Dendrocalamus brandisii (velvet leaf bamboo): edible shoots
• Bambusa oldhamii (giant timber bamboo): drought tolerant, edible shoots
• Dendrocalamus strictus (solid bamboo): drought tolerant, edible shoots
• Gigantochloa atter (sweet bamboo): thin culm walls good for making wall panels, edible shoots
• Bambusa tulda (Bengali bamboo): solid culms
• Bambusa blumeana (thorny bamboo): incredibly tough, has many thorns, edible shoots
• Gigantochloa apus (string bamboo)
• Bambusa polymorpha (Burmese bamboo): solid culms

Another important variety is
Guadua spp., grown throughout
the South American tropics.
There are many other species,
so research and choose the varieties
that best suit your climate, land
and needs. However, make sure
the bamboo is resistant to borers!
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2. The age of bamboo
THE AGE OF THE BAMBOO CLUMP
The clump needs to be at least five years old before you have culms that are old enough to be good quality.
These culms will have a smaller diameter but will increase in size every year until the clump is eight years old,
which is when continual production of full sized, good quality culms begins.

THE AGE OF THE CULMS
When you harvest the culms they must have been growing for at least three years. For some larger species,
four or five year old culms are better.
When bamboo culms are one or two years old they contain a lot of starch (compound sugar), which is soft
and what borers love to eat. After three years there is a lot less starch and the wood is harder.
Bamboo harvested younger than three years old will shrink and crack and have more borer attacks.
Bamboo that is harvested from three years old lasts many years longer, has fewer borers and is stronger.
Ideas for identifying the age of culms:
• Fungus and lichen on the culms: it takes a number of years for these to grow.
• New culms are shiny (or hairy) and still have some culm sheaths at the base.
• Development of side branches: bamboo grows a main branch in the first year and side branches in the
years afterwards.
• Dead lower branches (older culms)
• The most accurate way is to look at the end of the branches and see how many leaf scars there are. This is
the point where the old leaf−a new one is formed each year−has grown, then died. Therefore a two year old
culm has one leaf scar, a three year old culm has two leaf scars and a four year old culm has three leaf scars.
• If you have marked the year that the shoot came up, you will definitely know. This is the best way.

Counting leaf scars to identify the age of culms
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3. Harvest time
The best time to harvest bamboo is during the dry season.
The very best time is when the new shoots are almost at their maximum height and are just beginning to
develop branches and leaves at the top. At this time the older culms have the least starch. People from some
cultures harvest bamboo according to the moon cycle. At the new moon the energy of the plant is in the roots,
so there will be less sugar in the culms; therefore less to attract the borers. Scientific evidence shows that this
is not as important as the time of year. Combine both ideas for the best results.

4. Natural preservation of the culms
Borers and fungus are the biggest problems with bamboo.
You need to preserve the bamboo so that it will not be attacked. It is important to understand how the borer
works. Borers are small flying beetles that lay their eggs on any part of the bamboo where the skin has been
damaged. This is usually happens at the cut ends, where the branches have been removed and the skin scratched.
The eggs hatch at different times and the borer eats the starch (compound sugar) in the bamboo. Therefore, a lot
of borer attacks can be prevented by good management and by not scratching or damaging the culms.

Whoops! Forgot to preserve the bamboo!
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The first step in preserving bamboo is to reduce the amount of starch. Only harvest bamboo in the dry season
and only culms of three years or older because the amount of starch is lowest. The next step is to reduce the
starch content even further.
This can be done in many different ways.

CLUMP CURING
The culms are cut and left in the clump for four to six weeks until the leaves have fallen off. The culm needs
to be lifted onto a rock to keep it off the ground. The drying leaves use up a lot of the starch and the culm dries
slowly without any damaged areas for the borers to lay their eggs.

WATER TREATMENT
The culms can be laid in fresh running water for two to three weeks. Remove all the branches and knock out the
nodes in the middle of the bamboo culms so the water can flow through. The water removes most of the starch.
After the water treatment the culms must be dried slowly in the shade. If they are left in the sun they will crack.
It is best to dry them standing up if you can.

SEAWATER TREATMENT
A common way to treat bamboo is with seawater. One method, for coastal communities, is to put the bamboo
in the ocean. Tie it down very securely with rocks, so that it does not float or move with the tides. Do not let the
bamboo be exposed at low tides or it will crack.
Another, perhaps easier, method is to dig out a soakage pit on land near the ocean. The pit will naturally fill
with sea water as you dig down below sea level. Dig the pit below the low tide level or the bamboo will crack.
For both methods, leave the bamboo for two weeks. Then leave it to dry, off the ground, in a shady place.
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DERRIS TREATMENT
Derris is a plant found in many tropical countries.
The roots are often pounded and put into water holes
to kill fish. Derris is poisonous to fish and amphibians,
and must be used with care. To use the derris, make
a solution of one bucket of pounded derris root and
stem to 200 litres of water.
You can use a drum or a tank for treating the bamboo.
Short pieces of bamboo can be cured in a drum.
You can place the culms of bamboo that have just
been cut in a drum with the leaves still on. The liquid
in the drum will be drawn up through the culm to the
leaves, and the culm will be treated by the derris.
Add more derris liquid to the drum as needed, and
leave for one week. Then remove the leaves and dry
the culms in the shade and off the ground.
Bamboo curing
drum

You can have the tank above or in the ground, but it
must be covered from the rain and to stop children
or animals getting in. The bamboo needs to be cut
to length and have the branches removed. Place the
culms in the tank for four to six weeks. Then you dry
it in the shade and it is ready for use. If you use the
water treatment first, the derris treatment will only
take two weeks.
Any liquid that is left over can be used to spray aphids
or caterpillars on crops, or it can be diluted and poured
onto the ground well away from any rivers, ponds or
other water.

Bamboo curing tank

BORON TREATMENT
Bamboo can also be treated with boron. It is a natural product that kills borers and their eggs. Boron is best for
quickly treating large amounts of bamboo, especially for that grown for export. Most countries will not import
bamboo that has not been treated with borax or other chemicals. The bamboo is put into a water and borax
solution for two weeks, and then dried in the shade and off the ground. Instructions for treating bamboo with
boron are in the bamboo section of the reference chapter.
Careful: Boron is natural, but it is very strong. Proper
protective clothing must be worn, and people must
wash thoroughly after working with the boron solution.
The boron solution must be disposed of carefully.
If it is diluted with water, it can be put around fruit
trees. Spread it as widely as possible. It has mild
pesticide and herbicide properties, and is a trace
element that promotes root growth. If it is diluted
to 0.1% (one part borax to 1,000 parts water) it can
be put onto vegetable gardens. Do not dispose of it
in a river or near any ponds or water.
Drying cured bamboo culms
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5. Drying and storage
This is very important. Bamboo that is cwured and stored well is stronger
and lasts a lot longer.
Bamboo takes four to six weeks to dry before it is ready for use. If it is stored vertically, it will be ready in four
weeks, horizontally it takes eight weeks. It must be dried and stored in the shade, off the ground and, if possible,
out of the rain. Storing bamboo out of the rain is not as important as keeping it in the shade. If you dry and store
bamboo in the sun, it will crack and split.

Good bamboo storage: under shelter and off the ground

To produce high quality bamboo for building
or craft products the best method is:
a. Harvest the year’s supply of culms, three years or older,
in the dry season.
b. Use clump curing or the water treatment.
c. Use the derris or borax treatment.
d. Dry the culms vertically in the shade and off the ground.
e. Store them off the ground, under a roof.
f. Inspect them regularly, and remove and burn any that
have borers.
This way you will have a wonderful supply of high quality
bamboo to use throughout the year to make beautiful,
long lasting buildings and products.

OIL AND VARNISH
Oil and varnish is the final step to prevent fungus and rot, and extend the life of the product once the bamboo
becomes a piece of furniture or craft item, for example. It is especially important to oil or varnish the ends of
bamboo or any other cut areas. For the best results, use sand paper (lightly) first to enable the bamboo skin
to bond with the varnish. If you add citrus skin to the oil, and let the oil sit in the sun for a few days, it helps
to prevent mould on the bamboo.
It also increases the value of your product.
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Bamboo products
Building bamboo structures
Bamboo can be used to make houses, walls, floors, roofs, animal houses and much more.
It is strong, lightweight and easy to use. Bamboo is also very decorative and can be used
to make a house more beautiful.

There are many ways to use the bamboo. A simple method is to split the bamboo culms into halves and flatten
each half. Another method is to make woven panels. For more permanent structures, whole culms can be used.
Large culms can create the structure too. The style you choose depends on how much bamboo you have and
what you are building. There are many, many different designs and methods, too many for this guidebook!
We can explain just a few simple techniques that help a lot when using bamboo.
For specific techniques, look in the reference section of this manual for groups, books and websites.
There are a few simple things you can do to improve the lifespan of bamboo buildings:
• Keep the bamboo off the ground, on concrete or stone footings.
• Keep it dry.
• Keep it out of the sun.
• Use well harvested, cured and preserved bamboo.
• Oil or seal the cut ends of the bamboo.
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SECURING BAMBOO TO CONCRETE FOOTINGS
There are fungi and termites in the soil that destroy bamboo if they infect it. A simple way to prevent this
is to use concrete or stone footings.
For concrete:
• Set a piece of 12mm metal bar (long enough to go through the two bottom nodes of the bamboo,
the average is 500mm) into the footings where you are going to put a culm.
• Drill or cut a 30 mm hole in the side of the bamboo, above the end of the metal bar.
• Stand the culm over the metal bar.
• Make a concrete mix of two parts sand to one part cement, and pour it through the hole until full.
You can also use concrete in the same way, to reinforce joints in the building if they are bolted together.

• Keep the bamboo dry and out of the sun.
• Make sure that the roof is wide enough to protect
any bamboo on the outside of the building.
• Use well harvested, cured and preserved bamboo.
See earlier in this chapter.
• Oiling or sealing the ends of the bamboo is really 		
important as this is the weakest part, where water
or fungus can get in.

Sealing joins to prevent insect or disease problems
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COMPOUND POLES
Sometimes you might not have big enough culms for your building needs. You can bind several culms together
to make a compound pole or beam. It is important to bundle them up so you have a mix of bottoms and tops
together at each end: the strength is then evenly spread.

BAMBOO REINFORCED CONCRETE
Woven bamboo panels can be used instead of metal bars to reinforce concrete floors, walls or benches.
Using bamboo rather than metal makes it cheaper and lighter, and the bamboo is flexible so the walls
are safer during an earthquake.
Walls and benches: the panels need to be woven to have 40 to 50 mm gaps, and then rendered with a
few layers of concrete. Initially it is hard to get the cement to stick to the bamboo, but after the first layer
it is easy to add more. It is easier to use two panels for walls, so the concrete is caught between them.
Floors: bamboo can also be used to reinforce concrete floors. The bamboo panels do not need to be
woven as tightly as for walls
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Food
FOOD FOR PEOPLE
Bamboo is a highly nutritious food that can be cooked in many ways. It is eaten a lot in China, Japan, Thailand,
Indonesia and many other countries. Some types of bamboo produce shoots that can be eaten and some do not.

WHICH PART TO EAT?
In the wet season, new bamboo shoots grow, generally at the outer edge of the clump. When the shoot is as tall
as it is wide at ground level, dig down and cut the new shoot from the old roots where the shoot becomes hard.
If the shoot is any older, it will be too tough and bitter to eat.

Bamboo shoot ready for eating

HOW TO EAT THE SHOOTS
Bamboo shoots need to be eaten fresh, within two to three days of harvest. Wash the shoots and peel or cut
off the outer leaves until you have just the white flesh. Cut the shoots into thin slices or cubes.
1. Boil the shoots in water for 20 to 30 minutes. If the bamboo shoots are too bitter, rinse the water and cook
them again for the same amount of time. If you cook rice with the bamboo shoots, it helps to reduce the
bitter taste. Once the shoots are cooked, you can store them in fresh water to use as required.
2. The boiled shoots can be cut up and fried in a little oil with garlic and red onions.
3. They can be stir fried with mixed vegetables. They take on the flavours of the dish and stay crunchy,
so add them early in the cooking process.
4. There are many other ways to cook them, just use your imagination!

Bamboo shoots can also be pickled, dried or fermented to last longer.
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FOOD FOR ANIMALS
Bamboo shoots also make excellent animal food,
especially for pigs. Cut the shoots the same way
as if cooking for people, and combine them with
other food for animals − cassava, sweet potato,
yams, leaves, and so on. Bamboo leaves and young
stalks are also high quality animal food, particularly
for goats and cows, which benefit from the silica
content, because it improves milk production and
breeding. They are a great supplement feed for
improving the health of horses.

House and market products
BAMBOO PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PANELS AND BEAMS
(STRUCTURAL BUILDING MATERIAL)
Bamboo can be made into plywood or laminated beams that reduce the need to cut down trees for building.
The bamboo is split into strips and treated with boron. These are planed to an even thickness, laid in the required
form with glue, then pressed. The laminated panels are very strong and lightweight and can be used to create
beautiful, long-lasting furniture.

FURNITURE BUILDING MATERIALS
Bamboo furniture is beautiful and long lasting if treated bamboo is used. It can be a good way to make money.
Chairs, tables, beds, wall panels, shelves and much more can be made from bamboo. To learn and build furniture
requires training, some tools and imagination. Look in the reference section for more information.

CLOTHING
Bamboo clothing is becoming more and
more popular. It is long lasting and very
comfortable. Compared to cotton, it is
cooler in hot weather and warmer in cold
weather. Making bamboo clothing requires
machinery and a good bamboo plantation
for a constant supply. It is achievable as
a cooperative, business or government
initiative.
IMPORTANT: there are two ways to make
bamboo fibre for clothing: one uses a lot
of toxic chemicals, and the other is very
sustainable and good for the environment.
Research the different techniques.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Bamboo can be used to make many different musical instruments:
• Flutes
• Pipes

• Indonesian gamelan — traditional music ensembles
consisting mainly of percussive instruments

• Wind chimes

• Drums

• Shakers

• Lakadou — traditional Timorese percussion
instrument
• Traditional mouth harps

COOKING CONTAINERS
Freshly cut bamboo culm sections can be used as
cooking containers for meats and soups on open fires.
A traditional method in Timor-Leste, called tukir, uses
green bamboo, which does not burn, and the used pot
becomes mulch or compost afterwards.

WATER CONTAINERS
Large bamboo culms can be easily cut up and used to
make buckets and watering containers, attaching wire
handles. Used traditionally before plastic buckets, they
last much longer and create no pollution or waste.
They last much longer if they are oiled before use.
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STORAGE CONTAINERS
Bamboo culms can be cut into sections and used to make storage
containers for seeds, food, jewellery, pens, pencils, knives, forks, spoons,
hair ties, money, sewing goods, lighters and much more.
Open containers can even be used for dried flowers or candle holders.
The containers can be carved, painted and decorated and made
into a good product to sell.
They will last much longer if the bamboo is treated and oiled. If the
containers are used for seeds, including beans, corn or rice, the bamboo
must be treated to stop borers in the bamboo eating the seeds. do not
store seeds for eating in bamboo treated with boron.

PLANT CONTAINERS
Large and small bamboo culms can be cut to make plant containers.
Do not forget to put some small holes in the bottom to let the water
drain out. Small culms can be cut into sections and used in nurseries for
seedlings and young trees. Large culms can be cut into sections and used
for flowers and plants around the house. Long sections of large culms can
also be used.

CANDLE AND LIGHT HOLDERS
Bamboo sections carved with patterns that let light through make
beautiful candle holders and can also be used for light fittings.
Use wide culms so they do not get too hot and start burning!

BAMBOO CHARCOAL AND WASTE BRICKS
FOR COOKING
Charcoal bricks can be made for cooking instead of wood. It is a mix of
burnt bamboo pieces−charcoal−and a small amount of arrowroot powder
and water. It is much easier than collecting firewood! The dry bricks burn
well and do not produce much smoke. Read Food, health and nutrition
(Ch 8) for how to make them.
Bamboo waste bricks are made from all the bamboo sawdust left over
from making products. A simple machine turns it into compressed bricks
that burn slowly and replace wood in cooking stoves. This is an important
part of any bamboo product cooperative or initiative.
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Bamboo farm products and functions
Bamboo biochar
Biochar is charcoal that is activated with trillions of micro-organisms and nutrients then added to soils to
improve them, and so food production. The charcoal provides carbon, holds nutrients and provides a place
for the micro-organisms to multiply. This enables a year round nutrient supply and a big increase in production
and water storage capacity in the soil. See Soils (Ch 9) for more.
Bamboo is the best material to make the charcoal because it has a larger surface area and can hold more
micro-organisms. It also contains silica, grows quickly and is much more sustainable than wood.

Bamboo leaves
MULCH
The leaves are a great long-term mulch and weed
suppressant. They are high in silica, and this improves
and strengthens any fruit trees or vegetables.

CHICKEN NEST MATERIAL
Bamboo leaves are also great nesting material for
chickens as they help deter mites.
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COMPOST AND LIQUID COMPOST MATERIAL
Bamboo leaves are excellent material for composts
and liquid composts because they contain silica
and break down quickly. Green bamboo leaves
contribute significant nitrogen and potassium but
are low in phosphorus, so add extra bird manure
to composts made with lots of bamboo leaves.

Bamboo ash for gardens
Whenever bamboo is burnt, it is important to use
the ash and any charcoal on the garden. It is high
in potassium and is pH neutral. Use a handful
per square metre. When the charcoal is dug
into the soil, it increases the numbers of healthy
micro-organisms.

Living fences
Bamboo plants make an excellent living fence. It takes a few years to become thick enough so you need to build a
temporary fence. This is easily constructed with dried bamboo poles tied onto the growing culms. Bamboo living
fences are excellent for animal yards including for chickens, ducks, cows, buffalo and pigs. They provide shade,
some food and reduce wind. They can be used around orchards as part of an animal/orchard system. They are
not good to plant close to vegetable crops or fruit trees because they take water and nutrients, and may give too
much shade.

Important:
If you take the height of fully grown
bamboo and divide it by three, that is
the distance you need to allow from
the bamboo before plants will grow
and produce well.
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Trellising
Trellising is important for increasing the amount of produce from the garden. Bamboo culms are easy to use
for trellising because they are light and easy to move. They can be used to make any shape you want and can
be very decorative, adding beauty to your garden.

Fencing materials and fences
Bamboo culms are used a lot for fences. It is best to use them as horizontal poles, not as posts, as they rot quickly
in the ground.

COMPLETE BAMBOO FENCE
The tops and branches of bamboo can be made into fences with culms as horizontal poles. These last a very long
time because borers do not eat these parts of the bamboo. This is a very strong fence that even goats do not want
to jump over, and uses up the waste material from harvesting.
• Start with two sets of horizontal culms
(top and bottom).
• Tie the culms to a post at one end.
• The branches or tops are fed in between
the culms, and pushed down to the tied end.
• After about 20cm tie the two culms together
to secure the branches.
• Continue, repeating the process.
• The posts can be living trees, wooden posts
or whatever works best.
• The fence works better to stop goats jumping
over if the top is uneven and uncut.
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Windbreaks
Bamboo plants can be part of a large windbreak.
The bamboo eventually makes a fence as well if they are planted close together. Bamboo clumps can be
used as a small windbreak to protect a house. Read Permaculture design strategies and techniques (Ch 3) for how
to make a windbreak.

Irrigation pipes
There are many ways to use bamboo
for irrigation.
• The bamboo can be split in half and used to run
water from one place to another. This is very
common and a great way to reduce the heavy
job of carrying water.
• The culms can be cut into half to one metre long
sections and dug into the ground to water fruit
trees and vegetables. Put holes in the inner nodes
to let the water through. This technique saves a lot
of water and improves growth.
• Flat irrigation using long culms can be used for
vegetables. This technique saves water and makes
watering much easier. Read the Family gardens
chapter (Ch 10) for more.
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Erosion control, water bodies and reforestation
Bamboo is good to plant in areas where erosion is a problem. Choose varieties
that can cope with tough conditions.
Bambusa vulgaris is one type of bamboo that is good for erosion control because it is very fast growing and
spreads out nicely (it is an open clumping bamboo). It is also easy to propagate, drought and flood resistant,
and the leaves are good fodder for animals. To reduce and prevent landslides, mix bamboo with trees that have
deep tap roots.

SWALE SYSTEMS
Small bamboo is great to plant next
to overflow points in swale systems
to stabilise soils and prevent erosion
and runoff.

RIVERS AND SPRINGS
If bamboo is native to an area, it is
ideal for planting around springs and
next to rivers to prevent erosion and
provide a habitat for birds and small
animals.

WATER CHANNELS, PONDS
AND AQUACULTURE
When bamboo is grown next to water
systems it prevents erosion as well as
providing shade. The leaves breakdown
in the water to provide food for fish, and
the silica in bamboo leaves is excellent
for producing bigger prawns and
crustaceans.

ROADS
Bamboo planted below roads on
hillsides catches any soil washed off
and stabilises the road. Bamboo is
also strong enough to catch any cars
or buses that might slip off the road!
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BAMBOO
CHAPTER NOTES
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